
DCCconcepts UK offices are ready to greet you! 

It’s taken a long time & lots of hard work by our staff but we are ready to go. 

Our offices in North Yorkshire are in full operation, and we are now working on our new 

demo and showroom layout that will include sections laid with Legacy bullhead track AND a 

full length model of Ribblehead viaduct 6 metres long! 

If you are travelling over the summer, we are open 7 days a week, 10am to 5pm. 

Please do drop in and say hello. You will find us directly behind the Station at Settle and 

the tea and coffee are always hot! 

(You’ll also find a short “Photo Story” of the UK offices renovation later in the newsletter) 

Our UK contact details are: 

DCCconcepts Ltd, Unit E, the Sidings, Settle BD24 9RP  

Telephone is (+44) 01729 821 080. Our UK Email address is salesuk@dccconcepts.com 

Our Australian contact details are: 

DCCconcepts Pty Ltd, Unit 3, Lionel St, Naval Base 6165 

Telephone is (+61) 08 9437 2470. Our AU Email address is sales@dccconcepts.com 

You will also find us 7 days a week, 24 hours a day at www.dccconcepts.com 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

We announced it some time ago - 

So why did it take so long? 

Adding any new product to our Cobalt range of 

products is a serious business, as it had to meet 

the high standards we have already set with our 

current Cobalt iP motor range. 

 

The concept was to create a  top quality turnout 

motor for surface mounting. Making it easy to 

install and small enough to keep it subtle and 

easy to hide was essential. 

 

To meet our goals it also needed to be easy to 

control, be almost silent, work in most scales 

and be usable out of the box by DC and DCC 

modellers with nothing else to buy. 

  

We also wanted it to have all of the features of 

other Cobalt motors… so we had to take a totally 

new approach. Not easy when the drive system 

itself is so tiny.  

 

To show you just how small it is… the picture to 

the right is actually very close to life size! 

Cobalt-SS is now in stock & ready for your layout 

The Cobalt-SS Crossover pack: 

(Part number DCD-CBXO) 

 

Each of the two independent outputs of the 

Cobalt-SS control board can actually power 

several motors simultaneously.  

 

Therefore it seemed sensible to make a sepa-

rate crossover pack to make the creation of 

loops and crossovers easy and economical. 

 

We have included two Cobalt-SS motors and 

an extension lead, plus a special additional 

extension lead that will allow you to connect 

two Cobalt-SS motors in either normal Y or 

reversed parallel configuration.  

 

Of course, the crossover pack also includes a 

selection of linkages and screws. 

Cobalt-SS: What it is and what is in each pack? 

Each control board has two independent con-

trol outputs, so the basic pack contains two 

Cobalt-SS motors and one control board, plus 

all of the screws and linkages that you will 

need to install them and connect them to 

your point-work. 

 

Because each output can connect to more 

than one motor (making use of Cobalt-SS 

very economical for crossovers and loops) we 

also include a combination Y-connector lead 

and “direction change” lead plus an extension 

lead in each 2-pack. 

 

Additionally, we have added a bonus with 

every motor pack. This is a very nicely scaled 

model of a Westinghouse EP point motor, as 

used by the prototype in many parts of the 

world including UK, USA, parts of Europe, 

Australia and many others. Because we can-

not know your choice of modelling scale, we 

have included examples of N, OO/HO and O 

scale motors! 

 

Very comprehensive instructions are included. 

The instructions explain the whole process of 

installation and feature clear diagrams. 

Cobalt-SS is totally plug and play. It is attached to its control board via an easy to use 

connector, so it could not be simpler to connect. A plug and play connector also means no 

need for cutting and stripping wires or soldering.  

The Cobalt-SS 2-pack: (Part number DCD-CBSS-2) 

We know you will need more than two… so we have also created packs of six or 

twelve motors. Each saves you money and makes purchasing in quantity easier. 
 

The DCD-CBSS-6 six pack contains the following: 

 
6x Cobalt-SS motors and 3x Cobalt-SS Control boards 

2x extension leads and 2x combined Y and reverse connection leads 

Lots of linkages and screws plus comprehensive instructions 

 

The DCD-CBSS-12 twelve pack contains the following: 

 
12x Cobalt-SS motors and 6x Cobalt-SS Control boards 

3x extension leads and 3x combined Y and reverse connection leads 

Lots of linkages and screws and comprehensive instructions 

 

(12 pack content shown below: There’s lots in every pack!) 

The Cobalt-SS 6-pack:   (Part number DCD-CBSS-6) 

The Cobalt-SS 12-pack: (Part number DCD-CBSS-12) 

Cobalt-SS: Accessories and extension leads 

DCP-CBULL:  

a 1 metre long universal adapter lead with both Y and reverse Y connection (pack of 3) 

DCP-CBUML:  

a 600 mm long universal adapter lead with Y and reverse Y connection (pack of 3) 

DCP-CBYSL:  

a 50mm long universal adapter lead with standard Y connection (pack of 3) 

DCP-CBRSL:  

a 50mm long universal adapter lead with reversed Y connection (pack of 3) 

DCP-CBSLL:  

a 1 metre long simple extension lead (pack of 3) 

DCP-CBSML:  

a 600mm long simple extension lead (pack of 3) 

DCP-CB6MC:  

a 6 metre length of Cobalt-SS 4-wire colour-coded cable with heat-shrink to cover joints. 

(Very economical, however it requires cutting of Cobalt-SS leads and soldering) 

We trust you enjoyed our newsletter.  

Now we are at last able to work in and enjoy a nice environment, we hope to write more often.  

We would like you to look forward to their arrival so if you have suggestions, requests, criticisms 
or want to comment on anything, please feel free to do so. 

We may even include your contribution in the next one! 

Email your input to web@DCCconcepts.com and our webmaster will make sure we all read it! 

Kind regards  

 

 

Richard Johnson   and all of the staff at DCCconcepts 

A plug & play system needs accessories to keep it simple. We have a wide range. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Cobalt-SS: How it connects. 

Rather than use lots of words, here is a page from the 

manual.  

The connections shown are for one side only of course 

- they are also mirrored on the top of the control 

board. 

We will be happy to send you a PDF copy of the man-

ual. Please email us at salesuk@dccconcepts.com or 

you can download from here 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

DCCconcepts Settle: The renovation.. 

Continued from page 1 

 

The position is perfect (That’s the Settle 

station behind our building) and it all 

looked OK on the outside…. 

 

We anticipated some clean up - But it 

took several weeks of work and many 

large skips were filled to remove all the 

rubbish before we could even start! 

However with the help of willing staff, clever contractors and friends… it is now almost done! 

 

The final steps are underway… The test layout is under construction, the viaduct is in place 

and the showroom is becoming something we can be proud of. 

 

As we said at the very start… Please do drop in and say hello if you are in the area. 
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We hope you found this message to be useful.  

However, if you'd rather not receive future e-mails of this sort from us, please send an email to 

web@dccconcepts.com with the word STOP in the address line.  
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